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DRAFT 

Current functionality 

Currently, staff do not have the ability to search item call numbers in a browse search format. Staff can 

only search item call numbers in a keyword search. 

Requested changes 

We would like to add a Call Number Browse search. This would be a browse search for the call number 

in the 952$o (itemcallnumber) field. It would be available to staff only, and be accessed via the More 

menu. It should have the following limit options: 

 Staff would be able to limit by library. 

 Staff would be able to limit by collection code. 

The search screen could be similar to the existing OpacAuthorities browse, with some tweaks. 

 

The results screen would sort the list in the appropriate order, depending on what was selected in the 

search. The sort should be based on the full call number information that is listed in the field, so that 

would include a Dewey number in addition to any Cutter or Author information in the field. An example 

of this sort is shown below. This would be the same type of sort that is done in the “View Nearby Items 

on Shelf” feature in the Discovery Layer.  



The number of matching items would be listed, with clickable links that, when clicked, would take staff 

directly to the matching item record on the Item Statuses screen.  

If there was more than one item, then the user would get a pop-up with each item listed, and from 

there staff could click on the item and go directly to the matching item record on the Item statuses 

screen.  

There would be 20 results on the screen by default. Staff could click on a Previous 20 results link to 

navigate to the previous 20 results, and a Next 20 results link to navigate to the next 20 results. Staff 

would be able to continue to scroll through the screens of the results in call number order (similar to 

how patrons can do this in the “View Nearby Items on Shelf” feature of the Discovery Layer). However, 

staff would be able to continue scrolling through all of the call numbers in the library’s collection code 

through the last call number in the list. 

Call Number Number of Items  

781.6 C776 2 items [clickable link to pop up with 
each item] 

781.6 C78 3 items [clickable link to pop up with 
each item] 

781.62 G798 1 item [clickable link to item] 

781.643 M365p 1 item [clickable link to item] 

781.65 J339k 2 items [clickable link to pop up with 
each item] 

781.65 J35 1 item [clickable link to item] 

[Previous 20 results]       [Next 20 results] 

 


